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Fast-paced, realistic action, missions with Objective markers on map
Tons of ammunition
Campaign, Survival and Course modes, fast-paced online multiplayer
Carried weapons
Fully customizable character
24 original soundtracks and music
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New Daryun character
New Gabora, Daryun and Mwanam characters
2 new environments
Reworked AI, badland- and Namibia-influenced
5 new Achievements and Challenge levels
Higher game difficulty for new users
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What's new:

ARSLAN - Daryun Costume & Weapon Cosplay Weapon by ASUNU Elegant machete with a sheath and a golden hilt is held by an elegant beautiful warrior girl in a short
skirted. Her poncho like dress is decorated with gold strips and held a headband with a two fingered gold hand sigil on it. Swords in Coats are Costume accessories that
when shown from behind, form a coat or armour. Often, there are scabbards on either side of the weapon to help to protect the weapon when held, the handle and edges
of the swords being covered in tough leather or very close fitting metal so that they don't protrude. These suit showed above by BABHAN are decorated with flowers and
peenof the swords, something that helps to differentiate BABHAN from other weapon costumes. A BABHAN sword costume is suitable for someone who is already very good
at making weapons and working safely and accurately in small spaces. Because of their small size they are suitable to wear for most social purposes. BABHAN - Kamakura
Battle Sword BABHAN - Kamakura Battle Sword Cosplay Weapon by BABHAN This samurai sword is decorated with veritable floral and artistic patterns. This pattern on the
blade was specially noted by Jumpei Kawano as saying that this sword could be a work of design with artistic force. As it is a rarity in sword history is an authentic work of
art. This sword is the sword that is widely recognized as Takahashi Saburōki (a name under which Takahashi Masanao's works also appear). It is a blade said to date back
to the Kamakura period, but it has been revealed that this sword has been recently made approximately 200 years ago. It has been decided to have this sword included in
the collection of the Tokyo National Museum. The artwork and technique of the sword was lost after 1300, but it has been recently reconstructed by analyzing a collection
of the materials kept at the ceremonial house of the art sword. It has been confirmed that this sword is an original work. Sword is a good good sword to be used carefully
in battle and when it comes to hobby though it is not a safe. Precious steele is not mild steel so its sharpness can be bad if the metal wheare scratched.Its best to rough up
on your enemies.And it is not easy to store 
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System Requirements For ARSLAN - Daryun Costume Amp; Weapon:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 Processor: Intel i5 or AMD equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9 capable GPU, recommended to be a dedicated graphics card
Storage: 2 GB available space DirectX: Version 9.0 Additional Notes: Audio: Please ensure your audio is using the correct driver Multiplayer: The game can be played in
online multiplayer by joining a server, playing single player, and joining another player’s online match. This feature is not
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